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Version History

Version Date Author Rationale

1.2 07/12/2021 Chris Vickery ● Establishing version control
● Moved version off cover, into this

table
● Added Question section to

Analytics

1.3 10/19/2021 Chris Vickery ● Added Content Management
section

● Added Score by Concept section
to Analytics
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Overview and getting started

This document provides an overview of each tab in the Strivr Portal and the common tasks you
can perform there, including checking device health and trends, managing training content on
your devices, and reviewing training results and analytics. Depending on your company’s needs
and your level of access, you may not see all the tabs detailed in this document.

The Strivr Portal is available for authorized users at: https://portal.strivr.com

How to get Strivr Portal credentials

After working with your Strivr contact you’ll receive an email from “Creator App”
no-reply@auth0user.net.

The email will say “You have submitted a password change request!” Click the CONFIRM
button and enter a secure password of your choice.

The email address at which you received the password reset email in combination with
the password you just entered is your login to the Strivr Customer Portal. Log in using
these credentials.
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Logging in

1. In an Internet browser, go to https://portal.strivr.com.

2. Enter your login credentials.

3. You’ll be on the Portal Welcome page.

Getting help in the Strivr Portal

The first place to look for help in the Strivr Portal is within the Portal itself. You’ll find icons
in key areas. Just mouse over an icon for a brief explanation. The Strivr Portal also includes a
User Tour. Find it in the bottom left of the page, under your name.
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Device Health

The Device Health tab is where you can search for your devices and find detailed information
about their status.

Searching for devices

You’ll see a Search column in the middle of the page.

In the Search box, enter a search phrase to locate the devices you want information about.
Search by location or by asset number.

You can find asset tag IDs on stickers on the devices. For MDs (Management Devices), you’ll
find the sticker on the bottom of the device; for HMDs (Headsets) you’ll find the asset tag
under the foam of the facial interface.

Finding the asset tag on a headset

Finding the asset tag on a management device

TIP: You can return a list of all devices by entering the text string “%%%”. This can be handy
if you are not sure about the format of the location identifier.
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Search results

The results return two types of device:

HMDs (Headsets) MDs (Management Devices)

Green or red circles next to each device indicate if the device is online (green) or offline (red).
Devices that have not been connected to the cloud in the last 5 minutes show as offline.
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In the list of results, click a device to see its details on the right.

Understanding device details

Device information is broken down into several sections.

Information

Basic information about the selected device.

Connection status

Connection Status shows either Online or Offline. A device is considered Online within
30 seconds after it has been connected to Strivr via the Internet. There may be times
when the device has to complete a startup or when the connection to the Internet takes
some time to complete (USB modems can take longer than Ethernet.) Please allow at
least 2 minutes for the status to update.

A device is considered Offline when it’s been disconnected for more than 5 minutes.
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To see the date and time the device was last connected to the cloud (in your local time
zone), check the Last Connected At value in the Technical Details section.

Content status

This section shows whether or not the content on a device is the newest available. If it
is the latest, this field shows Up to Date; otherwise it shows Pending Update.

During a rollout of new immersive training material, you’ll see the Content Status
change from Up to Date to Pending Update. This will change back to Up to Date when
the content has been downloaded. Content will be downloaded to the MD first and
then from the MD to the connected headsets one by one.

New MDs arrive at your company with no content on them. When you first connect
them to the Internet, they begin to download training content for your company. Until
the first download is complete, you’ll see Pending Update.

To see the date and time content was last uploaded to this device, check the Content
Updated value in the Technical Details section.

Storage

This section gives information about the version of content installed on the device and
about system storage.

Content Version shows the version number of training on an MD or headset and the
available version in the Strivr cloud. If these numbers are different, the device is pending
update. Make sure to keep the device connected to receive the new content.

There are two types of storage on a headset:

● System (Internal) storage – Stores the operating system, logs, and cache.
● Available (External) storage – Stores the Strivr Player, telemetry, and content.

System storage is normally 85-95% full. If it’s more than 96% full the indicator appears
yellow or red and gives the exact percentage full. When system storage nears full
capacity, there’s a risk the headset will not work as intended. Contact Strivr support if
this happens.
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Available storage tells you how much space is available for new training content.

Contents

This section gives information about the Immersive Learning programs installed on the
device.

Technical details

This section gives detailed information about the device and its battery

Telemetry status

Telemetry is the term Strivr uses for the results of training sessions before that data is
processed in the cloud. Telemetry Status indicates whether or not all collected
telemetry has been uploaded to the cloud from a headset. This field shows a value only
for headsets and not for MDs.

It shows Pending until all data has been transmitted. A time stamp will also show the
oldest telemetry currently on the headset.

The status changes to Synced when telemetry data has been successfully uploaded
from the headset to the Strivr cloud.
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Linked devices

This section lists the devices to which the selected device is connected via a USB hub.

If you select a headset, the device in the list will be the MD to which that headset is
connected; if you select an MD, you’ll see the headsets connected to that MD. Clicking a
device in the list switches to the details of that device.

Note that headsets that were once connected to an MD and have not since been
connected to another MD will appear in the list. In these cases you might see an offline
headset you don’t expect.

Field reference

Information

Field Name Possible values Description

Asset Tag Strivr code The Strivr ID that appears on a sticker attached to the
device

Connection
Status

Online; Offline Online devices have connected to the Strivr cloud in the
last 5 minutes. Offline devices have not connected to the
Strivr cloud in the last 5 minutes.

Content
Status

Up to Date;
Pending Update

Indicates whether or not the latest available training
programs are on the device.

Location Code This code represents the physical location to which the
device is assigned.

Storage

Content
Version

Numeric Shows the numeric version of the content on the device
and in the cloud. If the values do not match, the version on
the device is behind and should be connected to the Strivr
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cloud until updated.

System
Storage

OK; 97% Full
and above gives
exact
percentage

Indicates whether or not the device has sufficient internal
storage remaining. Devices over 96% full should not be
used for training.

Available
storage

Bar graph Shows how much storage is being used out of the total
storage capacity for this device.

Contents

Program Title String The name of the training program

Status Installed;
Pending

Indicates whether or not the training program has been
installed on the device.

Size -- File size of the training program

Version Numeric Version number of the training program.

Technical Details

MAC
Address

String Unique identifiers of the device on Ethernet and WiFi
networks. Only available for MDs.

Serial
Number

String Factory serial number of the device

Content
updated

Date Last time the device received new Immersive learning
content from Strivr.

Telemetry
Status

Synced; Not
Synced

Indicates whether or not all training results have been
sent to Strivr.

Player
Version

Numeric version The version of Strivr Player on this device. Only available
for headsets.

OS Version Numeric version Operating system installed on this device. Only available
for MDs.

HMD
Manager
Version

Numeric version Headset manager program version installed on this
device. Only available for headsets.

Last
Connected at

Date and time The date and time the device was last connected to the
Strivr cloud.
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Main Battery
Charge

Percentage Percent of battery life remaining in this device. Only
available for headsets.

Battery State Charging;
Discharging;
Fully charged;
Not charging;
No battery
found; Unknown

Indicates if the battery is currently charging. Only
available for headsets.

Power
Source

Battery; AC
charger; USB
power source;
Wireless power
source;
Unknown

Where the device is currently getting its power. Only
available for headsets.

Battery
Health

Good;
Overheated;
Dead; Over
voltage; Failure
(unknown
cause); Cold;
Unknown

Qualitative performance of the internal battery. Only
available for headsets.

Linked Devices

Asset Tag Strivr code The Strivr ID that appears on a sticker attached to the
device

Type HMD; MD Identifies a device as a headset (HMD) or management
device (MD)

Content
Status

Up to Date;
Pending Update

Indicates whether or not the latest available training
programs are on the device.

Connection
Status

Online; Offline Online devices have connected to the Strivr cloud in the
last 5 minutes. Offline devices have not connected to the
Strivr cloud in the last 5 minutes.

Last
Connected

Date and time The date and time the device was last connected to the
Strivr cloud
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Common use cases

Ensuring headsets are online

To be ready for content updates and ready for training, MDs and headsets must be
online.

1. In the Device Health tab, enter the location name or the asset tag ID of the
device(s) you’re interested in.

2. Check the green/red circle indicator next to the device in the list of search
results. Green is online, red is offline.

3. Click the device in the search results. The Last Connected value shows when it
was last connected to the Strivr cloud via the Internet. If a device is plugged in
and the last connected time is more than 10 minutes ago, there may be a
problem with the connection.

a. Ensure that the device is powered on.

b. If it is powered on, turn it off, unplug it, turn it on, and plug it back in. This
should resolve most common problems.

Checking MD power:

The small green light at the front of the MD indicates that it is powered
on. It will automatically power on when it is connected to a wall outlet.

Checking headset power:

The red, orange, yellow, or green light on the headset indicates battery
charge level. It does not indicate if the headset is turned on.

If the display is on then the headset is on—you can check it by holding it
up to your face. The corresponding port in the USB hub displays a blue
light if the headset is on and connected to the cloud.

If the headset is turned off you can turn it on by pressing and holding the
power button on the headset until the display in the headset comes on.
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Checking content version

Content is transferred to the MD first and then from the MD to each linked headset, one
at a time.

1. In the Device Health tab, enter a location name or asset tag ID.

2. Click a device in the search results.

On an MD:

a. Check the Content Status in the right column.

b. If the MD has the most current set of content  the status will show Up To
Date. Otherwise the status will show Pending Update.

Pending Update means that it’s been targeted to receive an update but
has not yet downloaded it. It can take up to 12 hours to download
content depending on the size of the update and the quality of the
Internet connection.

c. If Content Status for an MD shows Pending Update for more than 24
hours, contact Strivr support with that information and the asset tag ID
of the MD.

On a headset:

a. Check the Content Status in the right column.

b. If the MD has the most current set of content  the status will show Up To
Date. Otherwise the status will show Pending Update.

Pending Update means that it’s been targeted to receive an update but
has not yet downloaded it.

c. If Content Status shows Pending Update for more than 6 hours, ensure
that the headset is online. The MD transfers the content to one headset
at a time over a combination of USB and wifi.

d. Transfer time depends on the size of the content and the local wireless
environment.
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Device Trends

The Device Trends tab shows connection information over time.
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Filtering devices

Data on the Device Trends tab includes all your devices by default. Use the dropdowns at the
top of the page to choose device type (Oculus Go or Pico G2 headsets; MDs) and locations.
Then click Show Results to refresh the information on the page.

Weekly Device Connectivity Report

For the selected devices, you’ll see connectivity information over the last seven days. For a
device to show as Fully Online for a day, it must be connected to the Strivr cloud for at least
four hours of that day.

Click Download to save a copy of the report.
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90 Day Connectivity Graph

The bottom section of the Device Trends tab shows connectivity for the selected devices over
the last 90 days. Move your pointer over the graph to see the data for a specific day.
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Content Management
The Content Management tab is where you can manage and deploy content to your VR
headsets. In systems that use a Management Device, content is transmitted to that device
first, and then distributed to headsets connected to the MD.

NOTE: this tab is not available to all Strivr customers.

Deploy

You can deploy Immersive Learning programs from the Strivr cloud to devices at your
locations. In the Content Management column, click Deploy. You’ll see a list of all available
programs and a list of all locations defined for your company. If you have a long list of
programs and locations you can narrow the lists by typing in the search boxes.

1. Click one or more programs to select them. If you have a long list of programs you can
search by program name.
Note that you can use the drop-down in each program to select a previous version.

2. Click one or more locations to which to deploy the selected programs.

Note that you can upload a list of locations to which you want to deploy the programs.
Lists should be CSV files, with each location on its own line.

3. Click Review.
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4. On the review screens, confirm
the programs you want to
deploy, the locations to which
you want to deploy those
programs, and then confirm
once again you want to deploy.
You can delete a program or
location using the X for that
entry, and cancel deployment
at any time by clicking the X at
the top right of the window.
You can also enter a name for
your deployment in the final
review window. Be sure to
review each screen carefully
to ensure the programs and
locations are exactly correct
before confirming.

NOTE: Strivr recommends
deploying to a small subset of
locations or a test/preview
device first, before performing
a large-scale deployment.

5. Deployment occurs when
Management Devices are
connected to the Internet and
may take several hours to
begin and complete.
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Remove

You can remove Immersive Learning programs from headsets and management devices at
your company. In the Content Management column, click Remove. You’ll see a list of all
programs defined for your company.

1. In the Programs column, click one or more programs to select them from the list.
Locations for Management Devices that have the selected programs appear in the
Locations column.

2. Click one or more locations to select them from the list.

3. Click Review.
4. On the review screens, confirm the programs you want to remove, the locations from

which you want to remove those programs, and then confirm once again you want to
remove them. You can delete a program or location using the X for that entry, and
cancel removal at any time by clicking the X for the window. Be sure to review each
screen carefully before confirming.

5. Removal occurs when Management Devices are connected to the Internet and may take
several hours to begin and complete.

Track

You can check the progress of program deployments. In the Content Management column,
click Track. The Deployments column lists all recent deployments to Management Devices.
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Each deployment includes a summary of progress, including Management Devices and
headsets. Next to the headset and location icons, you’ll see a fraction representing how
many devices have been updated with the deployment out of how many are scheduled to
receive it. When all targeted devices are updated, the percentage turns into a check mark.

NOTE: The denominator represents how many devices were selected to receive the
program deployment, not the total devices at your company. Note also that only online
devices are included in this total.

Click Get Report for any program deployment to download a CSV report including
real-time connectivity and content status for each location.
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Analytics

In the Analytics tab, you can review results and key indicators from your company’s Immersive
Learning experiences. Click the Analytics tab to open the Analytics Dashboard.

There are two main sections of the Analytics Dashboard:

● Usage tracks the number of learners who started and finished Programs, Modules, and
Experiences (Activities.)

● Performance tracks learner scores.

In all tabs of the Analytics Dashboard, you’ll see drop-down menus at the top of the page that
allow you to filter your dataset. These drop-downs allow you to filter based on date, location,
and content. Then you’ll see Key Performance Indicators that show a summary of important
metrics, like Unique Learners, Average Activity Duration, and Completed Activities in the image
below. Scrolling down the page, you’ll see graphs and charts breaking down the data.

Data in the Analytics tab is updated every hour.
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Understanding programs, modules, and activities

Strivr groups Immersive Learning experiences (or activities) into modules. Those modules are in
turn grouped into programs. This hierarchy represents what the learner sees in the training
menu when they put on the VR headset and log in: First they’ll be asked to choose a program.
Then they’ll be asked to select a module. And then they’ll choose a specific training activity
within that module.

Note that your company’s training structure might not use modules. If that’s the case for you,
you’ll select the program name for both program and module to retrieve data for experiences
within the program.
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Usage

Get started in the Usage section by clicking Overall in the Analytics Dashboard. You’ll see the
KPIs Unique Learners, Average Activity Duration, and Completed Activities for all locations in
the last week, and graphs and charts that visually represent Unique Learner information. Use
the drop-down menus at the top of the page to filter the KPIs, graphs, and charts that appear
on the page by Time Period and by Location.

The Unique Learners by Time Period graph tracks the number of learners that completed each
program, with each program represented by a different colored line. You can hide a program
line by clicking its name beneath the graph. Mouse over any time period on the graph to see
the number of unique learners in each program for that time period.

If you want to change the interval of the Time Period (the x-axis on the graph), use the Time
Period drop-down filter. Select Custom and then select Day, Week, Month, or Quarter as your
Interval. Make sure to click Apply to refresh the page.
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Under the Unique Learners by Time Period graph, you’ll see bar charts for Unique Learners by
Program and Unique Learners by Location.

Program and Module tabs

To dig into Usage analytics, click Program or Module under Usage in the Analytics Dashboard.
Use the drop-down filters to select the time period, locations, and specific program and
module.

The structure of the Analytics section has been built to mimic Strivr’s content structure, which
has been explained above. As you move on from the Overall tab, you can select the Program or
Module tab to further drill into your data. The Program tab will allow you to select a specific
Program, populating the usage from the Modules within it. The Module tab allows you to
select a specific Module, populating the usage from the activities within it. The functionality
and layout of metrics on these two tabs mimics that of the Overall tab.

Performance

The Performance section collects results from scored questions in learner experiences, along
with module completion data. You can track learner scores for a module, see how learner
scores changed in pre- and post-lesson assessments, and review details of module
completion.

Module

In the Module tab, for your selected data set, you’ll see the KPIs Unique Learners Who
Completed an Activity, Unique Learners Who Completed the Module, and Unique Learners
Who Completed the Module in the Correct Order. Below those KPIs, you’ll see bar charts for
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Scores by Concept, Average Score by Activity, Score Distribution by Activity, and Module
Completion by Location.

Use the drop-downs at the top of the page to filter the KPIs and graphs by duration, locations,
learner group, program, and module.
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Score Improvement

Score Improvement works with modules that have been built as assessments. It shows
learners’ scores on assessments completed prior to the lesson and after the lesson, and the
delta (difference) between those scores.

User

On the User tab you can export the most granular set of data about your learners including
usage and score. You can also review a list of all your learners and their program, module, and
activity completion statistics. Use the search box at the top of the list to find logins containing a
specific string, and page through results using the numbers or left and right arrows at the top
and bottom of the list. Click a column header to sort by that column.
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Question

On the Question tab, you can drill into specific activities and analyze the score for each
question in the activity. You can also click into a question to analyze what percentage of your
learners selected each answer choice.

There are four different visualization options when analyzing question and answer data. At the
top right of each graph, you will see a drop-down. This drop-down will change the
visualization below. The four options are:

1. By Question Graph: A horizontal bar chart displaying the percentage of learners who
answered the question correctly. Hovering over a bar displays the question text.

2. By Question Table: A tabular view of the percentage of learners who answered the
question correctly.

3. By Answer Graph: A horizontal bar chart displaying the percentage of learners who
selected each answer in the question. The green bar indicates the correct answer choice
for that question.
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4. By Answer Table: A tabular view of the percentage of learners who selected each
answer choice. The correct answer is marked True in the Correct column.

You can also export this information using the Export button at the top right of the page.
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Exporting analytics data

From any Analytics page, you can export a CSV (Comma Separated Values) file, ready for use
in a spreadsheet program. Each page allows you to export the underlying data for that page.
There are a total of 7 exports available from the dashboard, each providing a different level of
granularity.

Click Export to begin. The export file automatically applies the filters selected on the page
you’re exporting. If you want to edit the data range, make selections from the drop-downs
before clicking Export again to confirm.
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Analytics FAQs

Q. Why don’t I see modules?
A. Your company probably doesn’t use modules in their training experience structure. If that’s
the case, you’ll select the program name as both program and module in relevant drop-downs.

Q. One of the questions in our training activity doesn’t appear in the Performance data. Why
not?
A. For a question to appear in Performance data, it must be Scored. Check with your Strivr
Customer Success Manager to make sure the question is set to Scored in the activity.
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Reporting device issues to Strivr support

If you experience issues with any of your Strivr equipment we recommend you first try to
restart the equipment: Unplug and reconnect it.

If this doesn’t solve the problem please note down the asset tag ID of the equipment and call
our support line at (855) 897-0082. You can also contact support by visiting the Strivr Help
Center and clicking Submit a Request.
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